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Abstract. We introduce a generic expression language describing be-
haviours of finite coalgebras over sets; besides relational systems, this
covers, e.g., weighted, probabilistic, and neighbourhood-based system
types. We prove a generic Kleene-type theorem establishing a corre-
spondence between our expressions and finite systems. Our expression
language is similar to one introduced in previous work by Myers but has
a semantics defined in terms of a particular form of predicate liftings as
used in coalgebraic modal logic; in fact, our expressions can be regarded as
a particular type of modal fixed point formulas. The predicate liftings in
question are required to satisfy a natural preservation property; we show
that this property holds in particular for the Moss liftings introduced by
Marti and Venema in work on lax extensions.
1 Introduction
Expression languages that support the syntactic description of system behaviour
are one of the classical topics in computer science. The prototypic example are
regular expressions; further examples include Kleene algebra with tests [17] and
expression languages for labelled transition systems [1].
There has been recent interest in phrasing such expression languages gener-
ically, obtaining their syntax and semantics as well as meta-theoretic results
including Kleene theorems by instantiation of a parametrized framework. This
is achieved by abstracting the type of systems as coalgebras for a given type
functor. This line of work originates with expression languages for a specific class
of functors that essentially covers relational systems, so-called Kripke polynomial
functors [34], and was subsequently extended to cover also weighted systems [32].
A generic expression language for arbitrary finitary functors can be based on
algebraic functor presentations [25]. Here, we introduce a similar and, as it will
turn out, in fact largely equivalent generic expression language for finitary func-
tors, which we base on coalgebraic modalities in predicate lifting style, following
the paradigm of coalgebraic logic [9]; on predicate liftings, we impose strong
conditions, notably including preservation of singletons. Marti and Venema [20]
have shown that for functors admitting a lax extension (in particular for functors
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that admit a separating set of monotone predicate liftings), one can convert
operations from the functor presentation into predicate liftings, the so-called
Moss liftings. We show that the Moss liftings preserve singletons; the converse
does not hold in general, i.e. not all singleton-preserving predicate liftings are
Moss liftings under a given lax extension.
We thus arrive at a generic expression language that covers, e.g., various
flavours of relational, weighted, and probabilistic systems, as well as monotone
neighbourhood systems as in the semantics of game logic [26] and concurrent
dynamic logic [29]. We prove a Kleene theorem stating that every expression
denotes the behavioural equivalence class of some state in a finite system, and
that conversely every such behavioural equivalence class is denoted by some
expression.
We make no claim to novelty for the design of a generic expression language
as such, and in fact the expression language developed by Myers in his PhD
dissertation [25] appears to be even more general. In particular, unlike Myers’
language our expression language is currently restricted to describing behavioural
equivalence classes in set-based coalgebras, and does not yet support algebraic
operations (e.g. a join semilattice structure as in Silva et al.’s language for Kripke-
polynomial functors [34] or in fact in standard regular expressions). The main
point we are making is, in fact, a different one: we show that
coalgebraic expression languages embed into coalgebraic logic,
specifically into (the conjunctive fragment of) the coalgebraic µ-calculus [8],
extending the classical result that every bisimilarity class of states in finite
labelled transition systems is expressible by a characteristic formula in the µ-
calculus [14,10,35,2]. This result provides a direct link between descriptions of
processes and their property-oriented specification; as indicated above, the key
to lifting it to a coalgebraic level of generality are singleton-preserving predicate
liftings.
Related Work As mentioned above, we owe much to work by Marti and Venema
on Moss liftings [20], and moreover we use a notion of Λ-bisimulation [12]
that turns out to be an instance of their definition of bisimulation via lax
extensions. Besides the mentioned work on generic expression languages for
Kripke polynomial [34], weighted [32], and finitary [25] functors, there is work on
expression languages for reactive T -automata [11], which introduce an orthogonal
dimension of genericity: The coalgebra functor as such remains fixed but the
computational capacities of the automaton model at hand are encapsulated as a
computational monad [23]. Venema [38] proves that for weak-pullback preserving
fuctors, every bisimilarity class of finite coalgebras is expressible in coalgebraic
fixpoint logic over Moss’ ∇ modality.
2 Preliminaries
In the standard paradigm of universal coalgebra, types of state-based systems are
encapsulated as endofunctors. We recall details on presentations of set functors
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and on their property-oriented description via predicate-lifting based coalgebraic
modalities.
Functor Presentations describe set functors by signatures of operations and
a certain restricted form of equations, so-called flat equations, alternatively by
a suitable natural surjection. A signature is a sequence Σ = (Σn)n∈ω of sets.
Elements of Σn are regarded as n-ary operation symbols (we write τ/n ∈ Σ for
τ ∈ Σn). Every signature Σ determines the corresponding polynomial endofunctor
TΣ on Set, which maps a set X to the set
TΣX =
∐
n∈ω
Σn ×Xn
and similarly on maps.
Definition 2.1. A presentation of a functor T : Set → Set is a pair (Σ,α)
consisting of a signature Σ and a natural transformation α : TΣ  T with
surjective components αX . In the following, we abuse notation and denote, for
every τ/n ∈ Σ, the corresponding coproduct component of α : TΣ  T again by
τ : (−)n → T , and refer to it as an operation of T .
Most of our results concern finitary set functors. Recall that a functor is finitary
if it preserves filtered colimits. Over Set, we have the following equivalent
characterizations:
Theorem 2.2 (Adámek and Trnkova [3]). Let T : Set→ Set be a functor.
Then the following are equivalent:
1. T is finitary;
2. T is bounded, i.e. for every element x ∈ TX there exists a finite subset
m : Y ↪→ X and an element y ∈ TY such that x = Tm(y);
3. T has a presentation.
Indeed, for the equivalence of (1) and (3) note that every polynomial functor TΣ is
finitary, and finitary functors are closed under taking quotient functors. Conversely,
given a finitary functor T , let Σn = Tn and define αX : TΣX → TX by
αX(τ, t) = Tt(τ), where t ∈ Xn is considered as a function n→ X. It is easy to
show that this yields a natural transformation with surjective components.
Remark 2.3. As indicated above, the natural surjection α in a functor presenta-
tion (Σ,α) can be replaced with a set of flat equations over Σ, where an equation
is called flat if both sides consist of an operation symbol applied to variables [3].
Incidentally, this (standard) term should not be confused with the same term
introduced in the context of our expression language in Section 5.
Example 2.4. (1) Let A be an input alphabet. The functor TX = 2×XA,
whose coalgebras are deterministic automata, is polynomial, and finitary if A
is finite. Thus, T has a presentation (Σ,α) by a signature Σ with two |A|-ary
operations and no equations, i.e. α is the natural isomorphism TΣ ∼= 2× (−)A.
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(2) For a commutative monoid (M,+, 0M ) the monoid-valued functor M (−) :
Set→ Set is defined by
M (X) = {µ : X →M | µ(x) = 0M for all but finitely many x ∈ X}
and by M (h)(µ) = y 7→ ∑h(x)=y µ(x) on maps h : X → Y . We view elements
of M (X) as finitely supported additive measures on X, and in particular write
µ(A) =
∑
x∈A µ(x) for A ⊆ X; in this view, mapsM (h) just take image measures.
For a set G ⊆M of generators (i.e. there exists a surjective monoid morphism
G∗ M), M (−) is represented by
αX :
∐
n∈ω
Gn ×Xn M (X), αX(τ, t) =M (t)(τ),
where τ ∈ Gn is considered as an element of M (n).
(3) The finite powerset functor Pω (with Pω(X) being the set of finite subsets
of X) is the monoid-valued functor for the monoid ({0, 1},∨, 0). Since this is
generated by G = {1}, we have one n-ary operation symbol for each n ∈ ω:
αX :
∐
n∈ω
Xn  PωX, αX(x1, . . . , xn) = {x1, . . . xn};
e.g. α identifies the tuples (x1, x1, x2) and (x1, x2).
(4) For the monoid N of natural numbers with addition, one obtains the bag
functor B as N(−). Concretely, B maps a set X to the set BX of bags (i.e. finite
multisets) on X. Since (N,+, 0) is generated by G = {1}, we have the same
signature as for Pω, namely one n-ary operation symbol per n ∈ ω; of course,
the presentation α now identifies fewer tuples, e.g. distinguishes (x1, x2, x1) and
(x1, x2).
(5) The finite distribution functor D is a subfunctor of the monoid-valued
functor R(−)≥0 for the additive monoid of the non-negative reals, given by DX =
{µ ∈ R(−)≥0 |
∑
x∈X µ(x) = 1}. Note that elements of DX can be represented as
formal convex combinations
∑n
i=1 pixi, pi ∈ R≥0, xi ∈ X for i = 1, . . . , n, with
p1 + · · · + pn = 1. Taking R≥0 itself as the set of generators and restricting
to D, we obtain a presentation (Σ,α) with an n-ary operation symbol for
each n-tuple (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Rn≥0 such that p1 + · · · + pn = 1, and αX maps
((p1, . . . , pn), (x1, . . . , xn)) to the formal convex combination
∑n
i=1 pixi.
(6) The finitary monotone neighbourhood functor Mω, i.e. the finitary part of
the standard monotone neighbourhood functorM, can be described as follows.
To begin,M is the subfunctor of the double contravariant powerset functor QQop
given on objects by
MX = {A ⊆ Q(X) | A upwards closed under ⊆}.
We can then describeMωX as consisting of all A ∈MX having finitely many
minimal elements, all of them finite, such that every element of A is above
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a minimal one. We have the following presentation of Mω: For every choice
of numbers n ≥ 0, k1, . . . , kn ≥ 0, we have a
∑n
i=1 ki-ary operation mapping
(xij)i=1,...,n;j=1,...,ki to the upwards closure of the set system
{{xi1, . . . , xiki} | i = 1, . . . , n}.
Coalgebraic Logic Since coalgebras serve as generic models of reactive systems,
it is natural to specify properties of coalgebras in terms of suitable modalities. The
semantics of coalgebraic modalities can be defined using predicate liftings [27,30],
which specify how a predicate on a base set X induces a predicate on the set TX
where T is the coalgebraic type functor:
Definition 2.5. For n ∈ ω an n-ary predicate lifting for a functor T : Set→ Set
is a natural transformation
λ : Qn → QT op
where Q : Setop → Set is the contravariant powerset functor, with Qf taking
preimages, i.e.
Qf(A) = f−1[A].
We write λ/n to indicate that λ has arity n. A predicate lifting λ is monotone
if it preserves set inclusion in every argument. A set Λ of predicate liftings is
separating [28,30] if every t ∈ TX is uniquely determined by the set
TΛ(t) = {(λ,A1, . . . , An) | λ/n ∈ Λ,Ai ∈ QX and t ∈ λX(A1, . . . , An)}.
Example 2.6. The basic example is the interpretation of the standard box
modality  over the covariant powerset functor P (with Pf taking direct images),
given by the monotone unary predicate lifting λ defined by
λX(A) = {B ∈ P(X) | B ⊆ A}.
For a further monotone example, we interpret the box modality over the monotone
neighbourhood functorM (Example 2.4) by the monotone unary predicate lifting
λX(A) = {A ∈MX | A ∈ A}.
It is easy to see that in both these examples, the predicate lifting for  alone is
separating.
Predicate-lifting-based modalities can be embedded into coalgebraic logics of
varying degrees of expressiveness. Our expression language introduced in Section 5
will live inside the coalgebraic µ-calculus [8], more precisely its conjunctive
fragment [13]. We defer details to Section 5.
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3 Singleton-Preserving Predicate Liftings
Our generic expression language will depend on a specific type of predicate
liftings, as well as on a strengthening of separation:
Definition 3.1. An n-ary predicate lifting λ preserves singletons if
|λX({x1}, . . . , {xn})| = 1
for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ X. Moreover, a set Λ of predicate liftings is strongly expressive
if for every t ∈ TX there exist λ/n ∈ Λ and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X such that
{t} = λX({x1}, . . . , {xn}).
Singleton preservation will serve to ensure that expressions of our language
denote unique behaviours, while strong expressivity will guarantee that all (finite)
behaviours are expressible. The following is immediate:
Lemma 3.2. Every strongly expressive set of predicate liftings is separating.
Example 3.3. The predicate liftings in Example 2.6 both fail to preserve sin-
gletons. Our main source of singleton-preserving predicate liftings are Moss
liftings as introduced in general terms in the next section. For the finite powerset
functor Pω consider the predicate liftings λn/n given by
λnX(A1, . . . , An) = {B ∈ PωX |B ⊆
⋃n
i=1Ai and
B ∩Ai 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . , n} (3.1)
(which can be seen as arising from the above lifting for  by Boolean combination).
Then λnX({x1}, . . . , {xn}) = {{x1, . . . , xn}} for x1, . . . , xn ∈ X, which shows that
the λn preserve singletons and that the set {λn | n ∈ ω} is strongly expressive.
Remark 3.4. Singleton-preserving predicate liftings should not be confused
with Kurz and Leal’s singleton liftings [19,18]. The definition of the latter
is based on the one-to-one correspondence between subsets of T (2n) and n-
ary predicate liftings for T [30], which maps an n-ary predicate lifting λ to
λ2n(pi−11 ({>}), . . . , pi−1n ({>})) ⊆ T (2n), and C ⊆ T (2n) to the lifting λ defined
by λX(A1, . . . , An) = {t ∈ TX | T 〈χA1 , . . . , χAn〉(t) ∈ C}, where pii : 2n → 2 is
the i-th projection and χA : X → 2 denotes the characteristic function of A ⊆ X.
An n-ary predicate lifting is a singleton lifting if it corresponds to a singleton
subset of T (2n).
It is then indeed immediate that every unary singleton-preserving predicate
lifting λ is a singleton lifting, since the above correspondence maps λ to the
singleton λ2({>}). The following examples show that this implication breaks
down at higher arities, and that the converse also fails in general.
Example 3.5. (1) The unary singleton lifting for P corresponding to
{{⊥}} ⊆ P2 fails to preserve singletons. Of course, this lifting fails to be mono-
tone.
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(2) Binary monotone singleton liftings need not preserve singletons. E.g. for
the distribution functor D, the monotone singleton lifting λ corresponding to {1 ·
(>,>)} ⊆ D(22) is given by λ(A,B) = {µ | µ(A) = µ(B) = 1}, so λ({x}, {y}) =
∅ for x 6= y. We leave it as an open question whether unary monotone singleton
liftings preserve singletons.
(3) The binary singleton-preserving predicate lifting
λ(A,B) = {µ | µ(A) ≥ 1/2, µ(B) ≥ 1/2, µ(A ∪B) = 1}
for the distribution functor D (see Example 4.7 for details) is not a singleton
lifting, as it corresponds to the following infinite subset of D(22):
{µ | µ(2× {>}) ≥ 1/2, µ({>} × 2) ≥ 1/2, µ(2× {>} ∪ {>} × 2) = 1}.
It is not hard to see that we can recover operations for a functor from monotone
singleton preserving predicate liftings; in detail:
Lemma 3.6. Let T : Set→ Set. Then the following hold.
1. For each monotone singleton-preserving predicate lifting λ/n,
{τλ,X(x1, . . . , xn)} := λX({x1}, . . . , {xn}) (3.2)
defines a natural transformation τλ : (−)n → T .
2. If Λ is a strongly expressive set of monotone singleton-preserving predicate
liftings, then taking operation symbols τλ for each λ ∈ Λ, with associated
interpretation as per (3.2), yields a functor presentation of T .
Example 3.7. The singleton-preserving predicate liftings λn from Example 2.6
induce, according to the above construction, the operations Xn → Pω(X),
(x1, . . . , xn) 7→ {x1, . . . , xn}.
The other direction, generating predicate liftings from functor presentations, is
more involved, and treated next.
4 Moss Liftings
Marti and Venema [20] introduce Moss liftings, predicate liftings that are con-
structed from functor presentations with the help of a generalized form of the
nabla operator, extending an earlier construction for weak-pullback preserv-
ing functors by Kurz and Leal [18]. Recall that for a weak-pullback-preserving
functor T , Moss’ [24] classical nabla operator ∇ : TQ ⇒ QT op is the natural
transformation defined by
∇(Φ) = {t ∈ TX | (t, Φ) ∈ T (∈X)}.
Here, ∈X ⊆ X×QX is the element-of relation for X, and T is the Barr extension
of T , viz. the functor T on the category of sets and relations defined on a relation
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R ⊆ X × Y by TR = {(Tpi1(r), Tpi2(r)) | r ∈ TR}, where pi1 : R → X and
pi2 : R → Y are the projection maps (cf. [24]). Barr [5] (see also Trnková [37])
proved that T is a functor if and only if T preserves weak pullbacks.
Further recall that the converse of a relation R ⊆ X × Y is the relation
R◦ = {(y, x) | x R y} ⊆ Y × X. We denote the composite of two relations
R ⊆ X ×Y and S ⊆ Y ×Z diagrammatically by R;S ⊆ X ×Z. Also, for A ⊆ X
we denote by R[A] ⊆ Y the relational image R[A] = {y | ∃x ∈ A. xRy}. The
construction T 7→ T is generalized and abstracted in the notions of relation lifting
and, more specifically, lax extension of a functor, as recalled next.
Definition 4.1 (Relation lifting, lax extension [20]). A relation lifting L
for a functor T is an assignment mapping every relation R ⊆ X × Y to a relation
LR ⊆ TX × TY such that converses are preserved: L(S◦) = (LS)◦. A relation
lifting L is a lax extension if for all relations R,R′ ⊆ X × Z, S ⊆ Z × Y and
functions f : X → Z (identified with their graph relation) the following hold:
R′ ⊆ R⇒ LR′ ⊆ LR,
LR;LS ⊆ L(R;S),
T f ⊆ Lf.
A lax extension L preserves diagonals if for all sets X
L∆X ⊆ ∆TX .
Proposition 4.2 (Properties of Lax Extensions [20]). Let L be a lax ex-
tension for a functor T . Then for all functions f : X → Z, g : Y → Z and
relations R ⊆ X × Z, S ⊆ Z × Y ,
i) ∆TX ⊆ L∆X ,
ii) Tf ;LS = L(f ;S) and LR; (Tg)◦ = L(R; g◦),
and if L preserves diagonals, then
iii) ∆TX = L∆X and Tf = Lf ,
iv) Tf ; (Tg)◦ = L(f ; g◦).
One use of relation liftings is to determine coalgebraic notions of bisimulation:
Definition 4.3 (L-Bisimulation [20]). Let L be a relation lifting for a functor
T : Set→ Set, and let (X, ξ), (Y, ζ) be T -coalgebras. A relation S ⊆ X × Y is
an L-simulation if for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y ,
x S y implies ξ(x) LS ζ(y).
An L-bisimulation is a relation S such that S and S◦ are L-simulations. Two
states are L-bisimilar if there exists an L-bisimulation relating them.
Marti and Venema [20, Theorem 11] show that if L is a lax extension that
preserves diagonals, then L-bisimilarity coincides with behavioural equivalence.
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Assumption 4.4. From now on we fix a finitary endofunctor T : Set → Set
having a diagonal-preserving lax extension L and a presentation (Σ,α) of T .
Another key feature of lax extensions is that they induce canonical modalities,
generalizing Moss’ coalgebraic logic [24]:
Definition 4.5 (Lax Nabla [20]). The lax nabla of L is the family of functions
∇LX : TQX → QT opX
Φ 7→ {t ∈ TX | (t, Φ) ∈ L(∈X)},
where ∈X ⊆ X ×QX is the element-of relation for X.
As shown by Marti and Venema [20], the lax nabla is in fact a natural transfor-
mation ∇L : TQ ⇒ QT op, and coincides with Moss’ classical ∇ for L being the
Barr extension of T (and T preserving weak pullbacks). In combination with a
functor presentation, the lax nabla gives rise to a family of predicate liftings:
Definition 4.6 (Moss Liftings [20]). Every operation symbol τ/n ∈ Σ yields
a predicate lifting λ defined by
λ = (Qn τQ=⇒ TQ ∇
L
=⇒ QT op),
that is,
λX(X1, . . . Xn) = {t ∈ TX | (t, τQX(X1, . . . , Xn)) ∈ L(∈X)}.
These predicate liftings are called the Moss liftings of T .
Example 4.7. Some standard functor presentations are converted into Moss
liftings as follows.
(1) For the deterministic automata functor TX = 2×XA consider the Barr
extension L = T . Then elements of TQX are pairs (b, (Ya)a∈A), where each Ya
is a subset of X, and
∇X(b, (Ya)a∈A) = {(b, (xa)a∈A) | ∀a ∈ A : xa ∈ Ya} for b = 0, 1.
The two Moss liftings λ0, λ1 : QA → Q(2× (−)A) corresponding to the two |A|-
ary operation symbols from the presentation in Example 2.4.1 are thus defined
(slightly abusing notation) by
λi((Ya)a∈A) = {(i, (xa)a∈A) | ∀a ∈ A : xa ∈ Ya} for i = 0, 1.
(2) As indicated in Example 2.4, the finite powerset functor Pω has operations
τn/n given by τn(x1, . . . , xn) = {x1, . . . , xn}. The Moss lifting λn associated to
τn when using the Barr extension is exactly the one given by (3.1) above.
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(3) Recall from Example 2.4 that the operations of the finite distribution
functor D take formal convex combinations. Via the Barr extension, such an
operation, determined by coefficients p1, . . . , pn such that
∑
pi = 1, induces
the predicate lifting λ given by λX(A1, . . . , An) consisting of all µ ∈ DX such
that there exists a distribution on ∈X (a subset of X ×Q(X)) whose marginal
distributions are µ (on X) and the distribution ν on Q(X) given by ν({Ai}) = pi,
respectively. In fact, however, this description can be substantially simplified; e.g.
one readily checks that in the case n = 2, we actually have
λ(A1, A2) = {µ ∈ D(X) | µ(A1) ≥ p1, µ(A2) ≥ p2, µ(A1 ∪A2) = 1}.
(The generalization to higher arities is via what is nowadays known as the splitting
lemma [36, Theorem 11].)
(4) For the finitary monotone neighbourhood functor Mω (Example 2.4),
we obtain Moss liftings as follows. Marti and Venema [20] define a diagonal-
preserving lax extension L forM (which, then, restricts toMω) by means of
nested Egli-Milner liftings. An explicit description of L is
LR = {(A,B) ∈MX ×MY | ∀A ∈ A. R[A] ∈ B,∀B ∈ B. R◦[B] ∈ A}
for R ⊆ X × Y . In particular, for A ∈MX and Φ ∈MQX ⊆ QQQX, we have
A ∈ ∇LX(Φ) iff A L(∈) Φ iff ∀β ∈ Φ.
⋃
β ∈ A and
∀A ∈ A. {B ∈ QX | B ∩A 6= ∅} ∈ Φ.
Combining ∇L with the presentation ofMω (Example 2.4) produces, for each
choice of numbers n ≥ 0 and k1, . . . , kn ≥ 0, a
∑n
i=1 ki-ary Moss lifting λ given
by
λ((Aij)i=1,...,n;j=1,...,ki) = {A ∈MωX | ∀i.
⋃
j Aij ∈ A and
∀B ∈ A.∃i.∀j. B ∩Aij 6= ∅}.
SinceMω preserves finite sets and the box modality  as described in Example 2.6
is separating, it is clear that the Moss liftings are expressible using  and
Boolean operators. Concretely, this works as follows. For readability, we denote
the predicate lifting interpreting  by  as well, similarly for the dual modality ♦,
so that ♦X(A) :=MX \X(X \ A) = {A ∈ MX | ∀B ∈ A. B ∩ A 6= ∅}. Then
the Moss lifting λ as described above can be written as
λ((Aij)) =
⋂
iX(
⋃
j Aij) ∩
⋂
pi ♦X(
⋃
iAipi(i))
where pi ranges over all selection functions assigning to each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} an
index pi(i) ∈ {1, . . . , ki}.
Moss liftings are always monotone [20, Proposition 24]. We show that they also
preserve singletons:
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Proposition 4.8. Moss liftings preserve singletons. More specifically, let λ be
the Moss lifting induced by τ/n ∈ Σ. Then for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ X,
λX({x1}, . . . , {xn}) = {τX(x1, . . . , xn)}.
Marti and Venema already establish that the Moss liftings are separating [20,
Proposition 25]; we show that they are even strongly expressive:
Proposition 4.9. The set Λ of all Moss liftings of T is strongly expressive.
Remark 4.10. Incidentally, this also means that for finitary functors the ex-
istence of a separating set of monotone predicate liftings is equivalent to the
existence of a strongly expressive set of monotone singleton-preserving predicate
liftings. The right-to-left implication is trivial; the converse follows from Proposi-
tion 4.8, Proposition 4.9, and the fact that for finitary functors the existence of a
separating set of monotone predicate liftings is equivalent to the existence of a
lax extension [20].
We have thus seen that given a fixed diagonal-preserving lax extension, from every
natural transformation τ : (−)n → T we obtain the corresponding Moss lifting
λτ/n, which is a monotone singleton-preserving predicate lifting. Conversely, every
monotone singleton-preserving predicate lifting λ yields a natural transformation
τλ : (−)n → T (Lemma 3.6.1). From Proposition 4.8, it is immediate that for
τ : (−)n → T we have
τ = τ (λ
τ ).
In particular, taking Moss liftings is an injection from functor operations to
monotone singleton-preserving predicate liftings. Conversely, however, λ = λ(τλ)
need not hold in general – recall that the construction of Moss liftings depends
on the choice of a diagonal-preserving lax extension, and a functor may have
more than one such extension. We report an example due to Paul Levy:
Example 4.11. LetM be the monoid of non-negative reals. This monoid in fact
forms a division semiring in the expected sense (e.g. [39]), i.e. it is a semiring, and
its non-zero elements form a multiplicative group. We note that every division
semiring is refinable in the sense of Gumm and Schröder [15], i.e. n specified row
sums b1, . . . , bn and k specified column sums c1, . . . , ck that induce the same total
sum d =
∑
bi =
∑
cj can always be realized by some n×k-matrix (aij) – in fact,
one can just put aij = bicj/d. Now let b ∈ (0, 1) be a transcendental number, and
let N ⊆M be generated by b in M as a division semiring. Concretely, elements
of N have the form f(b)/g(b) where f(X) and g(X) 6= 0 are polynomials with non-
negative rational coefficients. In particular, 1−b /∈ N : If we could write 1−b in the
prescribed form f(b)/g(b), then by transcendentality of b, f(X)/g(X) = 1−X,
in contradiction to the leading coefficients of f and g being positive.
Both M and N are positive (x + y = 0 implies x = y = 0) and refinable,
so that the monoid-valued functors F = M (−) and G = N (−) both preserve
weak pullbacks [15]. As recalled above, it follows that in both cases, the Barr
extension is functorial, in particular is a diagonal-preserving lax extension. Now
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diagonal-preserving lax extensions are easily seen to be inherited by subfunctors,
so that the Barr extension F induces a diagonal-preserving lax extension L
of G. This extension differs from the Barr extension G; we immediately cast the
counterexample in the form that interests us here:
Let X = {u, v}. Representing elements of GX as formal linear combinations,
we have a binary functor operation τ(x, y) = x+ by for G. We write λ1 and λ2
for the Moss liftings induced from τ via G and via L, respectively (by the
above, both λ1 and λ2 induce τ). Then u + bv ∈ λ1({u, v}, {u}) but u + bv /∈
λ2({u, v}, {u}): For the former, we have a unique witnessing element of F∈X ,
namely (1 − b)(u, {u, v}) + b(v, {u, v}) + b(u, {u}); but in G∈X , there is no
witnessing element since 1− b /∈ N .
Summing up, even for weak-pullback preserving functors, singleton-preserving
monotone predicate liftings are not in general uniquely determined by the
functor operation they induce. In the above example, both singleton predi-
cate liftings inducing the given functor operation arise as Moss liftings, via
different diagonal-preserving lax extensions; we currently do not know whether
every singeleton-preserving monotone predicate lifting is a Moss lifting for some
diagonal-preserving lax extension.
Remark 4.12. It is fairly easy to see that for monotone singleton-preserving
unary predicate liftings λ, we do have λ = λ(τλ).
5 Generic Expressions
We proceed to define, given a set of monotone and singleton-preserving predicate
liftings for a functor T , syntactic expressions describing the behaviour of states
of T -coalgebras. Our main result is a Kleene-type theorem stating that for every
state of a T -coalgebra there exists an equivalent expression, and conversely, every
expression describes the behaviour of some state of a finite T -coalgebra. As
indicated above, our expression language is a small fragment of the coalgebraic
µ-calculus, essentially restricted to modalities and greatest fixed points νz. φ.
Definition 5.1 (Expressions). We fix a set V of fixed point variables and a
set L of modalities equipped with an arity function ar : L → ω; we write L/n ∈ L
if L ∈ L and ar(L) = n. The set E of expressions φ, . . . is then defined by the
grammar
φ ::= z | νz. φ | L(φ1, . . . φn) (z ∈ V, L/n ∈ L).
An expression is closed if all its fixed point variables are bound by a fixed point
operator. An expression is guarded if all its fixed point variables are separated
from their binding fixed point operator by at least one modality. We write E0
for the set of closed and guarded expressions. We have the usual notion of α-
equivalence of expressions modulo renaming of bound variables. An occurrence
of a fixed point operator in an expression is top-level if it is not in scope of a
modality.
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We next define the semantics of expressions, which agrees with their interpretation
as formulas in coalgebraic logic. We fix the requisite data:
Assumption 5.2. For the rest of the paper, we fix a set L of modalities and an
assignment of a singleton-preserving monotone n-ary predicate lifting JLK for T
to each L/n ∈ L such that the set Λ := {JLK | L ∈ L} is strongly expressive.
By the results of the previous section, these assumptions imply that T has a
presentation and is thus finitary (Theorem 2.2).
Definition 5.3 (Semantics). Given a T -coalgebra C = (X, ξ) and a valuation
κ : V→ QX, the semantics JφKκC ⊆ X of expressions φ ∈ E is given by
JzKκC = κ(z)JL(φ1, . . . φn)KκC = ξ−1[JLKX(Jφ1KκC , . . . JφnKκC)]Jνz.φKκC = νY.JφKκ[z 7→Y ]C
where as usual, we use ν to denote greatest fixed points of monotone maps. When φ
is closed, we simply write JφKC in lieu of JφKκC , and we drop the subscript C
whenever C is clear from the context.
Note that since the predicate liftings JLK are monotone and ξ−1 is a monotone
map, the requisite greatest fixed points exist by the Knaster-Tarski fixed point
theorem. Moreover, the assumption that the predicate liftings are singleton-
preserving will ensure that every expression describes exactly one behavioural
equivalence class (see Theorem 5.15).
By dint of the fact that our expression language is contained in the coalgebraic
µ-calculus, the following is an immediate consequence of the fact that the latter
is invariant under behavioural equivalence (e.g. [31]):
Lemma 5.4 (Invariance under behavioural equivalence). For every
closed expression φ and coalgebras C = (X, ξ), D = (Y, ζ), if states x ∈ X
and y ∈ Y are behaviourally equivalent, then x ∈ JφKC iff y ∈ JφKD.
Lemma 5.5. For all expressions φ ∈ E, Jνz.φK = Jφ[νz.φ/z]K.
Example 5.6. (1) For the deterministic automaton functor TX = 2×XA
with A = {a, b}, we let L be the set of two binary modalities 〈0, a.(−), b.(−)〉 and
〈1, a.(−), b.(−)〉 (corresponding to the two Moss liftings of Example 4.7.1). We
interpret expressions in the final T -coalgebra νT carried by all formal languages
over A. Here are a few closed and guarded expressions and their semantics in νT
(as usual |w|b denotes the number of b’s in w):
Jνv.〈0, a.v, b.v〉K = {∅}Jνz.〈1, a.z, b.z〉K = {A∗}Jνx.〈1, a.x, b.νy.〈0, a.y, b.x〉〉K = {{w ∈ A∗ | |w|b even}}
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va,b za,b x ya
b
a
b
Note that the semantics of each of these expressions is a singleton (up to be-
havioural equivalence); in fact, for an arbitrary T -coalgebra X, the semantics of
the above expressions is the set of states accepting the language in the singleton
on the right. In Lemma 5.12 further below we prove that this holds in general.
(2) Consider T = Pω(A×−) where A is a finite set of labels. A presentation
of T is given by the signature containing for each n-tuple ~a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ An
one n-ary operation symbol, and the corresponding natural transformation τ~a :
(−)n → T is defined by
τ~aX : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ {(a1, x1), . . . , (an, xn)}.
The corresponding Moss lifting is λ~a/n given by
λ~aX(Y1, . . . , Yn) = {Z ∈ Pω(A×X) | Z ⊆
⋃n
i=1({ai} × Yi)
and Z ∩ {ai} × Yi 6= ∅ for i = 1, . . . , n}
(cf. (3.1)). Now put L = {[~a]/n | ~a ∈ An, n ∈ ω} and interpret each [~a] by λ~a.
For example, for A = {a, b} the expression νx.[a]([a, b, a](x, [()], [()])), where [()]
is the unique nullary modality in L, describes the left-hand state in the following
labelled transition system
x y z
w
a
a
a
b
(3) For T = D we have the presentation with an n-ary operation τ ~p for every
~p = (p1, . . . , pn) with
∑n
i=1 pi = 1 and corresponding Moss liftings as described
in Example 4.7.3. For each such ~p, we introduce a modality [~p]/n ∈ L, and
interpret it as λ~p. Now consider the Markov chain (i.e. D-coalgebra)
x
y
z2/3
1/3
1/3
1/6
1/2
3/4
1/4
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The behaviour of the left-hand state is described by the expression
νx.[2/3, 1/3](x, νy.[1/6, 1/3, 1/2](x, y, νz.[1/4, 3/4](x, z))).
Remark 5.7. The syntax of our expressions is determined purely by the finitary
coalgebraic type functor, more precisely, by a given strongly expressive set Λ of
monotone singleton-preserving predicate lifting. In contrast, existing expression
calculi such as standard regular expressions for deterministic automata or the
coalgebraic expression calculi in [34,32] use extra operations (e.g. expressing
union or concatenation of languages). These operations are not dictated by the
setting, viz. an endofunctor on Set. Rob Myers’ PhD thesis [25] explains nicely
how such extra operations are obtained naturally in an expression calculus when
one works over an algebraic category (such as the one of join-semilattices or
vector spaces over the reals, i.e. algebras for the monad R(−)). We leave the
extension of our expression language to this more general setting for future work.
Our Kleene theorem requires a number of technical lemmas:
Lemma 5.8. Let λ/n and λ′/n′ be monotone singleton-preserving predicate
liftings for T . Let S be an equivalence relation on a set X, let A1, . . . , An, be
S-equivalence classes or empty, and let B1, . . . , Bn′ be S-closed subsets of X.
Then the following holds.
(1) λX(A1, . . . An) ⊆ λ′X(B1, . . . Bn′) or λX(A1, . . . An) ∩ λ′X(B1, . . . Bn′) = ∅.
(2) If the B1, . . . , Bn′ are even S-equivalence classes or empty, then
λX(A1, . . . An) = λ′X(B1, . . . Bn′) or λX(A1, . . . An) ∩ λ′X(B1, . . . Bn′) = ∅.
Proof (Sketch). Apply naturality to the quotient map q : X  X/S. uunionsq
In the proof of Lemma 5.12 further below, we will make use of a Λ-bisimulation.
We briefly recall the essentials of this notion [12]:
Definition 5.9 (Λ-Simulation). Given a pair of T -coalgebras (X, ξ) and (Y, ζ),
a Λ-simulation is a relation S ⊆ X × Y such that for all predicate liftings λ ∈ Λ
and Xi ⊆ X, x S y implies
ξ(x) ∈ λX(X1, . . . , Xn)⇒ ζ(y) ∈ λY (S[X1], . . . , S[Xn]).
A Λ-bisimulation is a Λ-simulation S such that S◦ is also a Λ-simulation. Elements
(x, y) ∈ X × Y are Λ-bisimilar if there is a Λ-bisimulation relating x and y.
Theorem 5.10. Λ-bisimilarity concides with behavioural equivalence.
Remark 5.11. In fact, for Theoren 5.10 it is sufficient that Λ is separating
and the predicate liftings in Λ are monotone. It turns out that Theorem 5.10 is
actually a special case of [20, Theorem 11], applied to the case where the lax
extension is induced by a separating set of monotone predicate liftings.
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Lemma 5.12. Let (X, ξ) be a T -coalgebra, let λi/k ∈ Λ, i = 1, . . . , k, and let
(A1, . . . , Ak) be the greatest fixed point of the map h : (QX)k → (QX)k defined
by X1...
Xk
 7→
ξ
−1[λ1,X(X1, . . . , Xk)]
...
ξ−1[λk,X(X1, . . . , Xk)]
 (5.1)
Then for each i, all elements of Ai are behaviourally equivalent, and for all i, j,
either Ai ∩Aj = ∅ or Ai = Aj.
(In the above lemma, we restrict to all λi having full arity k and using their
arguments in the given order only in the interest of readability; this is w.l.o.g.
since we can just reorder arguments and add dummy arguments.)
Proof (Sketch). Let S ⊆ X ×X be the relation
S = {(x1, x2) | ∃Ai . x1 ∈ Ai ∧ x2 ∈ Ai} ∪∆X .
Using Lemma 5.8 one shows first that S is an equivalence relation, which already
takes care of the second part of the claim, and then that S is a Λ-bisimulation.
The first claim of the lemma then follows by Theorem 5.10. uunionsq
The final ingredient of our Kleene-type correspondence is the following adaptation
of Bekič’s bisection lemma [6]:
Lemma 5.13. For complete lattices (X,≤), (Y,≤) and for every pair of mono-
tone maps f : X × Y → X and g : X × Y → Y , we have
ν(x, y).(f(x, y), g(x, y)) = (x0, y0) with
x0 = νx.f(x, νy.g(x, y))
y0 = νy.g(x0, y).
Although in [6] this lemma only covers least fixed points in a slightly different
setting, the proof is the same. For completeness, we provide it in the appendix.
Using Lemma 5.13 we can transform every expression φ ∈ E0 into a system
of flat equations (z1 = φ1, . . . , zk = φk) for some k ∈ ω, i.e. equations without
nested modalities or fixed point operators: This is done by first ensuring that
every fixed point operator uses a different fixed point variable and then binding
every modality that is not nested directly under a fixed point operator with a new
fixed point operator using a fresh variable. Thus we can rewrite every expression
φ ∈ E0 in the form
φ ≡ νz1.L1(z1, νz2.L2(. . . ), . . . , νzk.Lk(. . . ))
for some modalities Li ∈ L, i = 1, . . . , k. If we now inductively apply Lemma 5.13
and, for readability, additionally normalize every modality to have as many
arguments as there are different fixed point variables in such an expression,
introducing dummy arguments where necessary, then we can write φ as a system
z1 = L1(z1, z2, . . . , zk)
z2 = L2(z1, z2, . . . , zk)
...
zk = Ln(z1, z2, . . . , zk)
(5.2)
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of flat equations. Given any coalgebra C = (X, ξ), the above system induces an
obvious map of the form (5.1) (replacing zi by Xi and Li by λi = JLiK), and the
first components of its greatest fixed point is the semantics JφKC . The following
example shows a concrete case.
Example 5.14 (Applying Bekič’s bisection lemma). Consider the expres-
sion
φ = νx.L1(x,L2(x), νy.L3(y, νz.L2(z)))
In order to transform it as per the procedure indicated, we first need to add a
fixed point operator with a fresh variable to the first occurrence of L2:
φ = νx.L1(x, νw.L2(x), νy.L3(y, νz.L2(z)))
Then we can form the equation system for the variables x,w, y, z
x = L1(x,w, y, z) = L1(x,w, y)
w = L2(x,w, y, z) = L2(x)
y = L3(x,w, y, z) = L3(y, z)
z = L4(x,w, y, z) = L2(z)
where we extend L with additional operators Li having dummy arguments, defined
as indicated. The semantics of this equation system in a coalgebra C = (X, ξ)
is defined as the greatest fixpoint (A0, A1, A2, A3) of the map h : QnX → QnX
defined by
h :

X1
X2
X3
X4
 7→

ξ−1[JL1KX(X1, X2, X3)]
ξ−1[JL2KX(X1)]
ξ−1[JL1KX(X2, X4)]
ξ−1[JL2KX(X4)]
 .
The semantics of φ in C is then JφKC = A0.
The following two results together establish a Kleene-type correspondence for
the generic expressions of Definition 5.1.
Theorem 5.15. Every expression φ ∈ E0 describes exactly one behavioural
equivalence class, which is moreover realized in a finite coalgebra. Explicitly: there
exists a state x in a finite coalgebra such that for every coalgebra C, JφKC contains
precisely the states of C that are behaviourally equivalent to x.
Proof (Sketch). By Lemma 5.4, it suffices to show that any two states (w.l.o.g.
in the same coalgebra, using coproducts) satisfying φ are bisimilar. Since φ can
transformed into a system (5.2) of flat equations, this follows by Lemma 5.12.
Realization in a finite coalgebra follows from the finite model property of the
coalgebraic µ-calculus [8], and alternatively is shown by constructing a model
from the variables in a flat equation system. uunionsq
Theorem 5.16. Let C = (X, ξ) be a finite T -coalgebra. For every x ∈ X, there
exists an expression φ ∈ E0 such that x ∈ JφKC .
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Proof. Let X = {x1, . . . , xk} and w.l.o.g. x = x1. Since Λ is strongly expressive,
for every xi ∈ X there is a modality Li, w.l.o.g. with arity k and prescribed
argument ordering, such that
{ξ(xi)} = JLiKX({x1}, . . . , {xk}).
That is, the {xi} solve the system (xi = Li(x1, . . . , xk))i=1,...,k of flat fixed point
equations, so for the greatest fixed point (A1, . . . , Ak) of the system, we have
xi ∈ Ai for every i, in particular x = x1 ∈ A1. It now just remains to convert the
equation system into an equivalent single expression in the standard manner [7]
(incurring exponential blow-up); then x ∈ JφKC as desired. uunionsq
Corollary 5.17. Every expression denotes a behavioural equivalence class of a
state in a finite coalgebra, and conversely every such class is denoted by some
expression.
Example 5.18. (1) For the functor TX = 2×XA for A = {a, b} consider the
coalgebra with carrier X = {x1, x2} and with coalgebra structure ξ : X → 2×XA
with ξ(x0) = (1, (a 7→ x0, b 7→ x1)) and ξ(x1) = (0, (a 7→ x1, b 7→ x0)). Then we
clearly have {ξ(x1)} = λ1({x1}, {x2}) and {ξ(x2)} = λ1({x2}, {x1}). Using the
syntax of Example 5.6.1 and following the proof of Theorem 5.16, we obtain the
following expression for the behavioural equivalence class (i.e. formal language)
for x1:
νx1.〈1, a.x1, b.νx2.〈0, a.x2, b.x1〉〉.
Note that this is the same expression (modulo α-equivalence) as the third
expression from Example 5.6.1.
(2) For the functor Pω(A × −) and A = {a, b} the coalgebra C =
({x, y, z, w}, ξ) depicted in Example 5.6.2 satisfies the following equations:
{ξ(x)} = λ(a)C ({y}), {ξ(y)} = λ(a,b,c)C ({x,w, z}), {ξ(w)} = λ()C(), {ξ(w)} = λ()C()
By Theorem 5.16 {{x}, {y}, {z}, {w}} solves the following system, reusing the
same variable names,
x = [a](y), y = [a, b, a](x,w, z), w = [()], z = [()]
which can be transformed as demonstrated in Example 5.14 to the expression
given in Example 5.6.2, describing the behaviour of the state x.
(3) For the functor T = D consider the expression from Example 5.6.3:
νx.[2/3, 1/3](x, νy.[1/6, 1/3, 1/2](x, y, νz.[1/4, 3/4](x, z))), which transforms to the sys-
tem
x = [2/3, 1/3](x, y), y = [1/6, 1/3, 1/2](x, y, z), z = [1/4, 3/4](x, z).
By Theorem 5.15 we can construct a coalgebra C = ({x, y, z}, ξ) defined by:
{ξ(x)} = λ(2/3,1/3)X ({x}, {y})
{ξ(y)} = λ(1/6,1/3,1/2)X ({x}, {y}, {z})
{ξ(z)} = λ(1/4,3/4)X ({x}, {z})
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which is exactly the coalgebra depicted in Example 5.6.3 where x is in the
behavioural equivalence class of the above expression.
An alternative approach to defining the semantics of expressions is to construct a
T -coalgebra structure on the set E0 of closed and guarded expressions, similarly
as in the work of Silva et al. [34] and also Myers [25]. In Theorem 5.21 below we
show that this new semantics coincides with the previous one.
Definition 5.19. We define a T -coalgebra ε : E0 → TE0 inductively by
ε(L(φ1, . . . , φn)) ∈ JLK({φ1}, . . . , {φn}) (5.3)
ε(νx.φ) = ε(φ[νx.φ/x]). (5.4)
This is actually a definition of ε because (a) in (5.3), JLK preserves singletons
and thus there is only one element in JLK({φ1}, . . . , {φn}), and (b) for the
inductive part (5.4), one can use the number of top-level fixed point operators as
a termination measure, which decreases in each step because the fixed points are
guarded.
Now recall that a coalgebra ξ : X → TX is locally finite if every x ∈ X is
contained in a finite subcoalgebra of ξ. Locally finite coalgebras are precisely the
(directed) unions of finite coalgebras (see [21]). Thus, it follows from Theorem 5.16
that for any x ∈ X in a locally finite coalgebra ξ : X → TX, there exists a φ ∈ E0
with x ∈ JφKX .
Moreoever, E0 is obviously not finite; however, arguing via finiteness of the
Fischer-Ladner closure [16] we obtain
Proposition 5.20. The T -coalgebra (E0, ε) is locally finite.
The following theorem says that (E0, ε) serves as a canonical model of the
expression language:
Theorem 5.21. For every closed and guarded expression φ ∈ E0 and every
state x in a T -coalgebra C, x ∈ JφKC iff x is behaviourally equivalent to φ as a
state in (E0, ε).
In particular, the above implies that
φ ∈ JφKE0 for all φ ∈ E0, (5.5)
essentially a truth lemma for E0. For the proof of Theorem 5.21, we note:
Lemma 5.22. α-Equivalent expressions are behaviourally equivalent as states
in (E0, ε).
Proof (Theorem 5.21, sketch). It suffices to prove (5.5): The ‘if’ direction of
the claim then follows from invariance of φ under behavioural equivalence
(Lemma 5.4), and ‘only if’ is by Theorem 5.15. We generalize (5.5) to expres-
sions φ with free variables: Whenever σ is a substitution of the free variables
of φ and κ a valuation such that σ(v) ∈ κ(v) for every free variable v of φ, then
φσ ∈ JφKκE0 .
We proceed by induction on φ, using Lemma 5.22 in the fixpoint case. uunionsq
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Remark 5.23. To give a concrete example use of the connection between ex-
pression languages and modal fixed point logics afforded by the above results, we
note that we now obtain an alternative handle on equivalence of expressions that
complements the standard approach via partition refinement: Expressions φ, ψ
are equivalent iff some state described by φ (obtained, e.g., via the one of the
model constructions in Theorems 5.15 and 5.21) satisfies ψ. Note that the latter
is fairly easy to check as long as the modalities are computationally tractable,
since ψ otherwise involves only greatest fixed points. This approach is similar to
reasoning algorithms in the lightweight description logic EL [4], where checking
validity of φ→ ψ is reduced to model checking ψ in a minimal model of φ; we
leave a more detailed analysis to future work.
6 Conclusion and Further Work
We have defined a generic expression language for behaviours of finite set coal-
gebras based on predicate liftings, specifically on a strongly expressive set of
singleton-preserving predicate liftings. There are mutual conversions between
such sets of predicate liftings and functor presentations, one direction being
via the Moss liftings introduced by Marti and Venema [20]; we have however
demonstrated that these fail to be mutually inverse in one direction, i.e. in
general not all singleton-preserving predicate liftings are Moss liftings. Our lan-
guage is presumably equivalent to the set-based instance of Myer’s expression
language [25]; our alternative presentation is aimed primarily at showing that
expression languages embed naturally into the coalgebraic µ-calculus, generalizing
well-known results on the relational µ-calculus [14,10,35,2]. The benefit of this
insight is to tighten the connection between expression languages and specifi-
cation logics, e.g. it allows for combining model checking, equivalence checking,
and reasoning within a single formalism. On a more technical note, we show,
e.g., that one can provide an alternative semantics of expressions by defining a
coalgebra structure on expressions, an approach pioneered by Silva et al. [34]
and used also by Myers [25]; in the light of the expressions/logic correspondence,
this construction is now seen as a canonical model construction for a fragment of
the coalgebraic µ-calculus, and the core part of the proof that the two semantics
agree becomes just a truth lemma.
An important point for further work is to extend the current setup from
the base category Set to algebraic categories (such as join semi-lattices or
positive convex algebras) in order to generalize our results to expression calculi
involving convenient additional operations (reflecting the ambient algebraic
theory) such as addition. A closely related point is the connection with coalgebraic
determinization [33]; it should be interesting to see whether our ideas can lead to
expression calculi for coarser system equivalences than bisimilarity, such as trace
equivalence for transition systems or distribution bisilimarity for Segala systems.
Such a generalization might be based on our recent approach to coalgebraic trace
semantics via graded monads [22].
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A Omitted Details and Proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.6
1.: First note that (3.2) is really a definition of τλ because λ is preserves singletons.
Moreover, τλ is natural because for f : X → Y and xi ∈ X,
τλ,X(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ λX({x1}, . . . , {xn}) (by definition)
⊆ λX(f−1[{f(x1)}], . . . , f−1[{f(xn)}]) (λ monotone)
= (Tf)−1[λY ({f(x1)}, . . . , {f(xn)})] (naturality of λ)
= (Tf)−1[{τλ,Y (f(x1), . . . , f(xn))}] (by definition)
⇒ Tf(τλ,X(x1, . . . , xn)) = τλ,Y (f(x1), . . . , f(xn))
2.: By the previous item, we obtain a natural transformation α = [τλ]λ∈Λ,
and strong expressivity implies that α is componentwise surjective. uunionsq
Proof of Proposition 4.8
Recall that λ = ∇L ◦ τQ by definition. Let sX : X → QX be the function
sX(x) = {x}. Then we have
λX({x1}, . . . , {xn})
= {t ∈ TX | (t, τQX({x1}, . . . , {xn})) ∈ L(∈X)}
= {t ∈ TX | (t, τQX(sX(x1), . . . , sX(xn))) ∈ L(∈X)}
= {t ∈ TX | (t, T sX ◦ τX(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ L(∈X)}
= {t ∈ TX | (t, τX(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ L(∈X); (TsX)◦}
= {t ∈ TX | (t, τX(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ L(∈X ; s◦X)} (Proposition 4.2)
= {t ∈ TX | (t, τX(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ L(∆X)} (sX ;3X = ∆X)
= {τX(x1, . . . , xn)} uunionsq
Proof of Proposition 4.9
Let t ∈ TX; we need to show that {t} = λ({x1}, . . . , {xn}) for some Moss lifting
λ and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X. Since α : TΣ → T from our functor presentation of T has
surjective components, there exists some τ/n ∈ Σ such that t = αX(x1, . . . , xn) =
τX(x1, . . . , xn) for some x1, . . . , xn ∈ X. Because L is a lax extension, we have
TsX ⊆ LsX ⊆ L(∈X) for the function sX : x 7→ {x} and thus
(t, T sX(t)) = (t, τQX({x1}, . . . , {xn})) ∈ L(∈X)
since TsX(t) = TsX(τX(x1, . . . , xn)) = τQX(sX(x1), . . . , sX(xn)). Thus t ∈
λ({x1}, . . . , {xn}) (see Definition 4.6), and since Moss liftings preserve singletons,
we conclude {t} = λ({x1}, . . . , {xn}) as desired. uunionsq
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Details for Remark 4.12
We show that λ = λ(τλ) for monotone singleton-preserving unary predicate
liftings λ. Let λ/1 and λ′/1 be predicate liftings that agree on singletons. Now for
any X and A ⊆ X consider the characteristic map χA : X → 2 = {⊥,>}, which
satisfies A = χ−1A (>). Then using naturality and the fact that λ2({>}) = λ′2({>}),
we have
λX(A) = λX(χ−1A ({>})) = (TχA)−1(λ2({>}))
= (TχA)−1(λ′2({>})) = λ′X(χ−1A ({>})) = λ′X(A).
Now observe that λ and λ(τλ) agree on singletons, thus they are equal as desired.
Proof of Lemma 5.5
First we prove that for any expression φ ∈ E that does not contain free variables
that are bound in another expression ψ ∈ E the following holds:
JψKκ[z 7→JφKκ] = Jψ[φ/z]Kκ (A.1)
Induction on ψ. If ψ = x 6= z then JxKκ[z 7→JφKκ] = JxKκ = Jx[φ/z]Kκ; if ψ = z
then JzKκ[z 7→JφKκ] = JφKκ = Jz[φ/z]Kκ; for ψ = L(φ1, . . . , φn):JL(ψ1, . . . , ψn)Kκ[z 7→JφKκ] = ξ−1[JLK(Jψ1Kκ[z 7→JφKκ], . . . , JψnKκ[z 7→JφKκ])]
I.H.= ξ−1
[JLK(Jψ1[φ/z]K, . . . , Jψn[φ/z]K)] = JL(ψ1[φ/z], . . . , ψn[φ/z])K
= JL(ψ1, . . . , ψn)[φ/z]K;
if ψ = νz.ψ1 then Jνz.ψ1Kκ[z 7→JφKκ] = Jνz.ψ1Kκ = J(νz.ψ)[φ/z]Kκ; if ψ = νx.ψ1
with x 6= z then:
Jνx.ψ1Kκ[z 7→JφKκ] = νY.Jψ1Kκ[z 7→JφKκ][x7→Y ] = νY.Jψ1Kκ[x 7→Y ][z 7→JφKκ]
I.H.= νY.Jψ1[φ/z]Kκ[x 7→Y ] = Jνx.(ψ1[φ/z])Kκ = J(νx.ψ1)[φ/z]Kκ
where the last equation holds because of the assumption that the free variables
of φ are not bound in ψ.
It follows that
Jνz.φK = νY.JφK[z 7→Y ] = JφK[z 7→Jνz.φK] (A.1)= Jφ[νz.φ/z]K.
Proof of Lemma 5.8
Denote by q : X  X/S the canonical quotient map, let C1, . . . , Cm ⊆ X be
S-closed, and let λ/m be monotone and preserve singletons. Then Ci = q−1[q[Ci]]
for all i. Therefore, we have for every t ∈ QTX:
t ∈ λX(C1, . . . Cm) = λX(q−1[q[C1]], . . . , q−1[q[Cm]])
⇒ t ∈ (Tq)−1[λX/S(q[C1], . . . , q[Cm])] (A.2)
⇒ Tq(t) ∈ λX/S(q[C1], . . . , q[Cm]).
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(1) If there is some t ∈ λX(A1, . . . An) ∩ λ′X(B1, . . . Bn′), then we show the
inclusion. For s ∈ λX(A1, . . . An), (A.2) provides
{Tq(t), T q(s)} ⊆ λX/S(q[A1], . . . , q[An]).
Every Ai ⊆ X is an S-equivalence class or empty, so q[Ai] is at most a singleton.
By monotonicity and singleton preservation of λ, the right-hand side is at most a
singleton, and thus Tq(t) = Tq(s). Applying (A.2) to t and B1, . . . , Bn′ , we have
Tq(s) = Tq(t) ∈ λ′(q[B1], . . . , q[Bn′ ]), and consequently s ∈ λ′(B1, . . . , Bn′),
again by (A.2).
(2) In the case where the sets are not disjoint, the equality is obtained by proving
both inclusions using point (1). uunionsq
Proof of Lemma 5.12
Let S ⊆ X ×X be the relation
S = {(x1, x2) | ∃Ai . x1 ∈ Ai ∧ x2 ∈ Ai} ∪∆X .
(1) We prove that S is an equivalence relation. Let S be the equivalence relation
generated by S, and let Ai be the S-closure of Ai. Then the Ai are also S-closed,
and we have
S = {(x1, x2) | ∃Ai . x1 ∈ Ai ∧ x2 ∈ Ai} ∪∆X .
It follows that each Ai is either empty (if Ai = ∅) or else an S-equivalence class.
Now we show that (A1, . . . , Ak) is a post-fixed point of h: Because (A1, . . . , An)
is a fixed point and the λi are monotone, we have
Aj = ξ−1[λj,X(A1, . . . , Ak)] ⊆ ξ−1[λj,X(A1, . . . , Ak)] for all j. (A.3)
We will show that the post-fixed point condition
Aj ⊆ ξ−1[λj,X(A1, . . . , Ak)] (A.4)
holds for all j. To see this, it suffices by (A.3) and the definition of Aj to show
that whenever Al ∩Ap 6= ∅, then
λl,X(A1, . . . , Ak) = λp,X(A1, . . . , Ak). (A.5)
So let x ∈ Al ∩Ap. Then by (A.3), ξ(x) ∈ λl,X(A1, . . . , Ak) ∩ λp,X(A1, . . . , Ak),
and therefore (A.5) follows by Lemma 5.8.2.
Having shown that (A1, . . . , Ak) is a post-fixed point of h, we obtain that
Ai ⊆ Ai for all i, which implies that S = S is an equivalence relation. Hence
every Ai is either empty or an equivalence class of S, whence Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ or
Ai = Aj holds for all i, j as claimed in the second part of the lemma.
(2) Now we prove that S is a Λ-bisimulation, i.e. xS y and ξ(x) ∈ λX(B1, . . . , Bn)
implies ξ(y) ∈ λX(S[B1], . . . , S[Bn]) for every λ/n ∈ Λ and Bj ⊆ X. By Theo-
rem 5.10, this implies the first claim of the lemma, since x, y ∈ Aj implies xS y
by construction of S.
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By point (1), S is an equivalence relation, so S[Bj ] = Bj ⊇ Bj is the S-closure
of Bj ; and since λ is monotone, ξ(x) ∈ λX(B1, . . . , Bn). Further, x S y implies
that either x = y, in which case there is nothing to prove, or there exists j such
that x, y ∈ Aj and therefore
ξ(x), ξ(y) ∈ λj,X(A1, . . . , Ak).
Because ξ(x) also lies in λX(B1, . . . , Bn), we obtain
λj,X(A1, . . . , Ak) ⊆ λX(B1, . . . , Bn)
by Lemma 5.8, and thus ξ(y) ∈ λX(S[B1], . . . , S[Bn]). uunionsq
Proof of Lemma 5.13
By Tarski, all fixed points exist. (x0, y0) is a fixed point of 〈f, g〉 : X×Y → X×Y ,
because y0 = g(x0, y0) and thus also
x0 = f(x0, νy.g(x0, y)) = f(x0, g(x0, y0)) = f(x0, y0).
For any other fixed point (x′, y′) of 〈f, g〉, we have
x′ = f(x′, y′) = f(x′, g(x′, y′)) ≤ f(x′, νy.g(x′, y)),
so x′ ≤ x0 and furthermore y′ = g(x′, y′) ≤ g(x0, y′) ≤ νy.g(x0, y). uunionsq
Proof of Theorem 5.15
We first show that φ denotes a single behavioural equivalence class, i.e. (i) we
have invariance under behavioural equivalence (Lemma 5.4) and (ii) two states
satisfying φ are bisimilar. In order to prove (ii) we may w.l.o.g. assume that
the two states live in the same coalgebra; indeed, given two coalgebras C and
D and states x in C and y in D satisfyfing φ, then inl(x), inr(y) in C + D
are behaviourally equivalent to x and y, respectively, thus both satisfy φ by
Lemma 5.4.
Now let C = (X, ξ) be a T -coalgebra; we need to show that any two elements
of JφKC are behaviourally equivalent. As noted above, we can transform φ into a
system (5.2) of flat equations, and JφKC is the first component of the greatest
fixed point of the corresponding map of the form (5.1). The claim thus follows
by Lemma 5.12.
It remains to show that there exists a finite coalgebra C such that JφKC 6= ∅.
This is immediate from the finite model property of the coalgebraic µ-calculus [8];
alternatively, avoiding such overkill, it is seen as follows: We define C = (X, ξ)
on the set X = {x1, . . . , xk} of the variables in the above flat equation system by
ξ(xi) ∈ JLiKX({x1}, . . . , {xk}) where φi = Li(x1, . . . , xk). Then by construction,
({x1}, . . . , {xk}) is a fixed point of the equation system, hence contained in the
greatest fixed point, which proves the desired non-emptiness of the greatest fixed
point.
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Proof of Proposition 5.20
Recall that the Fischer-Ladner closure of a µ-calculus formula is standardly
defined as the closure under subformulas, negation, and fixed point unfolding. In
the absence of negation, we adapt the definition to include only closure under
subformulas and fixed point unfolding. We then, of course, inherit the standard
result that the Fischer-Ladner closure is finite [16]. Now by construction of ε,
the subcoalgebra of (E0, ε) generated by φ ∈ E0 contains only states from the
Fisher-Ladner-closure of φ, hence is finite. uunionsq
Proof of Theorem 5.21
It suffices to prove the truth lemma (5.5): The ‘if’ direction of the claim then
follows from invariance of φ under behavioural equivalence (Lemma 5.4), and
‘only if’ is by Theorem 5.15.
We strengthen (5.5) to a claim on expressions φ possibly having free variables:
Whenever σ is a substitution of the free variables of φ and κ a valuation such
that σ(v) ∈ κ(v) for every free variable v of φ, then
φσ ∈ JφKκE0 . (A.6)
We prove (A.6) by induction over φ. The case for fixed point variables is just by
the assumption on σ and κ. For the modal case, we calculate as follows:
L(φ1, . . . , φn)σ = L(φ1σ, . . . , φnσ)
∈ ε−1[JLK({φ1σ1}, . . . , {φnσ}) (by definition)
⊆ ε−1[JLK(Jφ1KκE0 , . . . , JφnKκE0}) (induction, monotonicity)
= JL(φ1, . . . , φn)KκE0 . (semantics)
Finally, for the fixed point case νx. φ, first note that by Lemma 5.22, we can
assume that x does not occur as a free variable in σ(v) for any free vari-
able v of νx. φ. Moreover, since x is not free in νx. φ, σ does not touch x.
Thus, (νx. φ)σ = νx. (φσ). By construction of ε, νx. (φσ) is, as a state of E0,
behaviourally equivalent to φσ[νx. φσ/x], which by the inductive hypothesis
is contained in JφKκ′E0 where κ′ arises from κ by assigning to x the value{νx. φσ} = {(νx. φ)σ}. This shows that {(νx. φ)σ} is a post-fixed point of
the map defining Jνx. φKκE0 , and hence contained in Jνx. φKκE0 , which proves the
claim. uunionsq
Proof of Lemma 5.22
Let piα : E0 → E0/α denote the quotient map of E0 modulo α-equivalence.
Paralleling the definition of ε, we define a T -coalgebra structure εα on E0/α by
εα(piα(L(φ1, . . . , φn))) ∈ JLK({piα(φ1)}, . . . , {piα(φn)})
ε(piα(νx.φ)) = ε(piα(φ[νx.φ/x])).
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One sees in largely the same way as for ε that this is actually a definition,
noting additionally that α-equivalent transformations of a formula L(φ1, . . . , φn)
necessarily happen in its arguments φi and that the number of top-level fixed
point operators is invariant under α-equivalence. We are done once we show that
piα : (E0, ε)→ (E0/α, εα) is a coalgebra morphism. We proceed by case distinction
over the shape of states φ ∈ E0:
First assume that φ has the form φ = L(φ1, . . . , φn). We have to
show Tpiα(ε(L(φ1, . . . , φn))) ∈ JLK({piα(φ1)}, . . . , {piα(φn)}). By naturality,
this is equivalent to ε(L(φ1, . . . , φn)) ∈ JLK(pi−1α [{piα(φ1)}], . . . , pi−1α [{piα(φn)}]),
which follows by monotonicity from the fact that ε(L(φ1, . . . , φn)) ∈JLK({φ1}, . . . , {φn}) by definition.
Second, assume that φ has the form φ = νx.ψ. We proceed by induction on
the number of top-level fixed point operators in φ: We have
Tpiα(ε(νx.ψ)) = Tpiα(ε(ψ[νx.ψ/x])) (by definition)
= εα(piα(ψ[νx.ψ/x])) (induction)
εα(piα(νx.ψ)) . (by definition)
Since φ is closed, these are the only cases. uunionsq
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